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1. INTRODUCTION

It is about four years ago now, that a successful attenit has been

reported by RAUCH et al,(197^) and BAUSPIS3S et a!.(197*+) to split a

monochromatic beam of neutrons into two coherent partial beams, which

are separated in space by the order of several centimeters and - after

succeeding coherent recombination - give rise to interference effects

in a way similar to the X-ray interferometer technique developed a de-

cade before by B0N3E & HART (1965,66).

As neutron interferometry has left already the state of more or less

pure demonstration of its functional principles and tends out now to

be actually used as a novel and in some respect unique approach to

study a series of phenomena of basic, solid state and nuclear physics,

it seems to be natural to look for an extension of its possibilities

by the application of polarised rather than unpolarised neutrons and

the implementation of spin direction analysis of the beams emerging

from the interferometer, too.

In the following sections of this paper we therefore aim to give an

outline of what might be expected from such an extension and how it

could be achieved properly and what, to our knowledge, is the present

state of this special field of interf eroiretry.

2. BASIC INT2HFSR0K3TSR PRINCIPL3

Without going further into any theoretical or experimental detail,

which are described comprehensively in the reviews on this subject

(BONSS & GHASFF 1977, RAUCH & F3TRA3CH3K 1976), the basic action of

a triple Laue case (LLL) interferometer that presently is the most com-

mon type of neutron interferometer in use shall be pointed out by short.

The interferometer itself consists of an 2-shaped arrangement of three

planparallel crystal plates cut out from a monolithic block of perfect,

dislocationfree silicon with high geometric precision. The incide.it

monochromatic neutron wave is split up coherently, i.e. with fixed

phase relation, into two partial waves by dynamical Laue diffraction

within its first crystal (splitter). Subsequent analogous diffractions

at the second (mirror) and tnird (analyzer) crystal allows to recoir.bine
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these two waves coherently again. Denoting the two possible paths with-

in the interferometer by I and II the wave functions of the two emer-

ging beams from the analyzer crystal, the forward (0) and deviated (K)

-diffracted beam then are described, by _:

T0,H (1)

For the ideal empty interferometer the contributions in forward direc-

tion are equal, i.e.tfQ
X= % , whereas the ratio of the deviated contri-

butions show so-called PendellSsungsoscillations (RAUCH-& SUDA 197*0 •

If a medium with refraction index n^_for neutrons of wavelength ^.is

inserted between two of the crystals, a phase shift between the partial

waves is introduced, -which for the forward contributions can be expres-

(2)

where & D is the length difference of the two beam paths within this

medium and D., = "A/(l - n~) its so-called ^.- thickness. For negligible
A A

absorntion, i.e. real an , the ratio of the forward intensity with (I_*

and without (I,-.) phase shifting then is easily seen to be

Io
(3)

and a similar relation would follow for the H-besm because of particle

number conservation.

Since the index of refraction is related to the mean potential energy

of the neutrons within the corresponding medium, which is just the con-

tribution for zero momentum transfer (Q = 0) of the Fourier transformed

interaction potential and thus can be expressed in terms of the coherent

forward scattering length (per atom) bf

(E...total energy of the neutrons, N...number of nuclei/cm )

it is evidently possible to determine b (0) with high accuracy by ob-

servation of the periodic intensity modulation associated with a varia-

tion of the effective thickness or density (for gases)(BAU3FI3S3 1977,

KAI3S3 et.al. 1977). Furthermore,.the extremely strong dependence of

the observable interferece contrast on neutron optical inhomogsnities

of the phase shifting material suggests sn application of the interfero-

meter principle to study such phenomena as cluster and precipitation



formation in alloys (HAUCH et.al. 19?5)« Possible applications to the

special case of magnetic substances are discussed in section ̂ .

3. INTERACTION POTENTIAL AMD 3CATTEHING LENGTH _. _ ____.. .

_In order,to obtain information about the possible advantages of the

use of polarised neutrons and of polarisation analysis, respectively,

we have to"examine all contributions to the interaction potential bet-

ween a neutron and an atom. For a single atom located at the origin of

the coordinate system the interaction potential is described, by

nuclear interaction

magnetic dipole inter-

action

Zitterbewegung of magnetic

moment + intrinsic charge

distribution (FOLDY 1953)

spin-orbit interaction

(SCEWINGER 19^3)

induced + intrinsic elec-

tric dipole moment

(TKALSH 1959, SHULL i MA-

THANS 1967)

Qwc

(5)

where the notation is as follows:

fJ- = ĵ f* neutron magnetic moment (JJL nuclear magneton, ̂ = -1.91)

ci " mass

" wave vector*

nuclear spin

Pauli spin operator

coherent nuclear scattering length

incoherent "

b*=6"/2 absorption contribution to nuclear scattering length (6\ total

neutron - nucleus cross section)

Z atomic number

b
nc

b.

H
t,= I r

Coulomb field of the atom (R cutoff radius)
c

magnetic "

second momant of the radial charge distribution of the neutron

induced electric dipole nosientof the neutron

permanent "



According to the first Born approximation the coherent elastic

scattering amplitude per atom is given as

- p ( Q/ ̂  —"Ts— / ̂ A \-x I • v-XJj ~ s -. - (6)

2^ ft *— '
where V ( Q ) is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential and t,

w ' refer to the different states of the scattering target and their
relative statistical probability, respectively. b\^) still represents

an operator in neutron spin space whose-eigenvalues are the scattering

lengths b for the two spin states. Reminding that according Sq, C O

contributions into forward direction are relevant only for the inter-

ferometer, Fourier transformation of Sq. (5) for ij = & and insertion

into Sq. (6) for a magnetic atom finally would lead to

2 2 «̂*v̂  —^

where r = e / m e is the classical electron radius, 2 < S > = ?.<'S>h

the polarisation of the total atomic spin and g * 2 a gyromagnetic fac-

tor, whose deviation from its "spin-only" value g = 2 takes account of

eventually incomplete auenching of the orbital moments in crystal fields

in terms of the so-called dipole approximation (MARSHALL & L0V23Y 1971).

As there remains the magnetic dipole interaction only to be dependent

on the neutron polarisation its contribution to the scattering length

shall be considered in somewhat greater detail. The general expression

for coherent magnetic scattering is given as (MARSHALL & L0V23Y 1971)

(8)

where p(3j is defined as the corresponding magnetic scattering length

and "q, f (3) and "e* are the magnetic interaction vector, the form factor

of the magnetic atomic electrons and a unit vector into the direction of

"§, respectively. Comparison of Sqs. (7) and (S) shows an important fact,

which caused sosie confusion in literature (SCK3TSIN 1950, SCHASSP7 197^):

V/hereas for any direction except the forward one the magnetic scatter-

ing contribution can be suppressed by proper arrangement of the scattering

geometry, this is obviously not possible for the forward direction ^ = ,£T.

The reason of this surprising difference is due to the fact that the first

3orn approximation does not take account of the modification of the for-

ward wave by the scattering process. In deriving Sq. (7), which would

follow also from an exact solution of the Schrodinger equation as in



dynamical diffraction theory (MSNDIRATTA & 3LUMB 1976)icorrectly from

Eq. (8), it has to be considered,that in the limit '§-+& no definite

scattering plane exists and 'e' hence may point into any direction within

a plane perpendicular to the beam direction according to the only per-

sisting condition "eic*̂ . The term e('e'ii) in 3q. (8) thusin this case gives

no effective contribution to coherent scattering.

Another important feature of the forward magnetic scattering ampli-

tude is its direct response to any constant or non-localized spin density,

which will not contribute at the finite angles of Bragg scattering due

to its rapidly falling form factor and hence can readily b^ determined

by comparing the measured forward amplitude with that obtained by form

factor extrapolation of Bragg reflection data to "$ = J& (SCHNEIDER &

SHULL 1971, 3TA33IS & SHULL 1972).

.Relating the spin polarisation to the magnetization (ferromagnet) M

and susceptibility (paramagnet)^respectively, in Bohr magnetons /XB F
e r

atom the corresponding magnetic coherent scattering amplitudes nay be

expressed as

collinear ferromagnet with

M" = Mh

paramagnet in external

field t = H£

(9a)

(9b)

The definition of a scattering amplitude per atom for a target

system containing in fact many individual scattering centers implies,

of course, that this target is monoatomic and has a definite direction

along which the spins are aligned in order to allow for a separation of

purely geometric structure factors. The latter condition, being trivial

for a paramagnet that can scatter coherently only as an external field

aligns its spins, for ferromagnets is fulfilled for those only with

collinear single domain spin structure.

In comparing the amplitudes for different scattering angles, as men-

tioned above, proper account has to be taken also of the angular depen-

dence of the Debye-V/aller temperature factor exp[-V/(qf| , which has to

be included in the expressions for the scattering length and is exactly

1 for t = H.
Whereas nuclear and ferromagnetic scattering amplitudes are of the

~ csame order of magnitude (~10~ cm/atom), the paramagnetic amplitudes
—I s

for typical fields of 20 kG are of the order of 10 '
—17

10 cm/atom,



j
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which is just the approximate size of diamagnetic scattering from all

the atomic electrons. Ihe forward diamagnetic scattering amplitude for

a spherical atom can be related to the diamagnetic suszeptibility,CQ accor-

ding to (STASSI3 1970)

(10)

,-16Except perhaps for vanadium (-vlQ~ cm at 20 kG,20 K) the contributions

due to brute force polarisation of the nuclear spins' within ths applied

fields usually are negligible small ('vio" 'cm).

At this point it should be mentioned, that with the interferometer,

at least in principle, it is possible to determine scattering amplitu-

des for $, ̂$ also by using the wave dispersion near 3ragg position with-

in a perfect crystal phase shifter (GHA3FF et.al. 1978). As concerning

the case of polarised neutron interferometry this method, however, seems

not to be relevant for two reasons: i)the need of perfect magnetic crys-

tals with moreover matched lattice parameter to the interferometer crystal

to avoid dispersivity certainly prevents a general application, ii) the

additional polarisation dependent contributions to the scattering length

present in nonforward direction due to the spin-orbit interaction and

a hypothetical permanent electric neutron dipole monent are imaginary

(no absorption!) and would not enter the real part response of the inter-

ferometer principle, anyway (RAUCH et.al. 1976).

k. 03S3R/AEL3 SFF2CTS C? INITIAL NSUTRON

F2HSNGS PATTERN

CII TH3 INTS3-

Neglecting the small imaginary absorption contribution ib'in Sq. (7),

which would be effective as an exponential damping term only, the action

of the phase shifter can be described by the unitary operator

%-.where V̂ - = -/),KAD(b + d.me S /5 E ) ^ -5\N-iDb and,/<r = ci. hCf =?.N,iDT>(d)h'Tnc i c nc ~ • '

repressnt the phase shifts caused by nuclear and magnetic interaction,

It can be 3hown readily (3DS2 & Z3ILIMG3R' 1976, ZSILIUGSS 1976, BAD'JP.SK

et al. 1975), that for a completely polarised incident bean, which can

be described by a single spinor wave function, the intensity of the for-

ward (0) beam then follows as

T

r
(12)



where I and P are the intensity and unit polarisation vector, respectively,

of the incident beam. Similarily the unit polarisation vector of the

Q-beam can be found to be

For an incompletely polarised incident beam with \1P\4 1 the corres-

ponding density matrix formalism would be necessary, of course, but

since a beam fully polarised perpendicular to the direction of magneti-

sation (a-P = 0) is equivalent to a completely unpolarised one, the latter

situation is also included in Sqs. (12) and (13K

An apparent difference between the use of polarised or unpolarised

neutrons may be seen immediately by rewriting Sq. (12) for both cases

as

'Whereas for zero polarisation the observed intensity pattern will

show a beat effect always due to the linear superposition of two dif-

ferent oscillation frequencies, with polarised neutrons both of these

can be resolved separately. This night be of no great advantage as

long as the magnetic contribution is comparable to nuclear scattering,

since then a sufficiently large number of beat nodes occurs as the

phase shifter is rotated between its extremal positions to allow for

a reasonable fitting procedure. For para- or diamagnetic samples, how-

ever, the observation of a single magnetic beating node would imply

a passage of about 10 - 10 nuclear oscillations, which - besides of

geometric limitations - would hardly be to accomplish because of the

finice coherence length of the neutron wave packet. The polarised

neutron technique, otherwise, in this case should allow for a deter-

mination of the magnetic scattering length by investigating the small

change of the oscillation period as the polarisation is inverted.

As was demonstrated by RAUCH et al.(19?3), rotation of two identical phas

shifters into opposit directions may serve also to measure the magnetic



scattering separately even with unpolarised neutrons, but it seems not

be be possible to apply this technique to the investigation of weak

magnetism in high fields.

The dependence of the observed intensity behind the interferometer

on the relative orientation of "p" and ri*,as given by 3q, (12), immediately

suggests its application to phase contrast radiography of magnetic multi-

domain samples, 7/here.as for thin layers with single domain arrangement

into transmission direction inserted into one beam path of an interfero-

meter with small beam spread up (thin crystals) this would certainly

be to accomplish using appropriate film registration techniques, for

thick samples mean values only of domain size, orientation and magneti-

sation should be derivable by means of a threedimensional variation

of initial and analysis of final polarisation in equivalence to the

threedimensional depolarisation technique of E3KV3LET (1973). In practice,

however, enormous complications may be expected from the inevitably

associated small angle refraction at the domain boundaries to which

the interferometer is extremely sensitive also. Nevertheless SCHL3"K3P. et

al. (19?3) were successful with this method in visualizing with unpolarised

neutrons the domains of a thin Fe-3i laver nlaced in one beam of a thin

mirror interferometer with suppressed second path.

It follows from 2q. (13) that by virtue of simultaneous nuclear

and magnetic phase shift the interferometer itself may act as a pola-

riser, since for an unpolarised incident beam the outgoing one is

polarised according to

(15)

into the direction of the phase shifter magnetisation. ZSILIN3EH (1??6)

has shown in a more general treatment that tv/o orthogonally oriented

purely magnetic phase shifters (as magnetic fields) in combination

with one nuclear one would allow, furthermore, to establish any desired

orientation of the outgoing polarisation with respect to the directions

defined by the two magnetic phase shifters. But since this be meaning-

ful only for exactly vanishing field everywhere outside of those and

the occurrence of any additional magnetic field either would cause

strong depolarisation or adiabatic rotation of the polarisation vector

into its direction, such an arrangement might hardly be of practical use.

It should be noted at this point, that neutron interferometry has been

used to demonstrate the 't-ff- periodicity of spinor wave functions for the



f i r s t time experimentally (RAUCH e t . a l . 1975, Y/ERNSR e t . a l . 1975). By

coEoaring the precession, angle of the neutron spin in a homogeneously

magnetized material of thickness

(16)

( g s ~/^ neutron gyromagnetic ratio, M = Tpsr* magnetization/atom)

with the magnetic phase shift caused in Sq. (11) one finds the important

relation <3(. = -*K— • This means, that a rotation of the spinor by an

angle of 2trcorresponds to a phase shift of Tfonly and should therefore

give an observable effect on the fringe pattern behind the interferometer.

Its actual occurrence.is nicely shown in Fig. 1, where the result of a

refined measurement with two opositely rotating phase shifters of satu-

rated Mu-metal foils is plotted (RAUCH et.al. 19?S), The creation of

polarisation by virtue of simultaneous nuclear phase shift and magnetic

spin rotation as given by Sq. (15) is demonstrated by Fig. 2, which

shows for three discrete values of spin rotation the polarisation of the

forward and the intensity of the deviated beam as a function of the re-

lative nuclear phase shift (BADUR3K et al. 1976). The poor fringe con-

trast of these measurements is mainly due to field inhooiogenities around

the air gap of the electromagnet within that the spin rotation took place.

Normalizing the observed polarisation to the fringe contrast and not to

the total intensity, as it is done in Fig. 2, furthermore would show

that the interfering par- of the beam may become fully polarised by pro-

per adjustment of nuclear and magnetic phase shift.

Finally we mention, that polarised neutron interferometry including

polarisation analysis should allow to demonstrate an important effect

concerning the quantum mechanical superposition principle ('.VI GHZ? 1963)?

From Sq. (13; it follows,that if the spin of one of the partial beams

within the interferometer is rotated by an angle % = 2&C - l30° around

an axis perpendicular to the initial polarisation direction the final

polarisation in the absence of any nuclear phase shift points into a

direction that is exactly orthogonal to the initial one and the axis of

rotation and hence to the polarisation directions of the two partial

beams also. This implies, that the final state has properties that neither

of the interfering states had and, therefore, cannot be interpreted as

a classical mixture of the latter.



5. EXPERIMENTAL REALISATION

Whereas polarisation analysis of the beams leaving the interferometer

may be performed with any of the usual techniques (HATTER 1977) and will

therefore not be further discussed, the production and application of a

polarised neutron beam for the special case of an ideal crystal inter-

ferometer is no trivial goal and is worth of some consideration.

Since,in general,several instruments have to share the same neutron

beam for reasons of efficiency,we may exclude a priori any polarising

method that acts across the total available beam cross sections (polarised

targets, polarising collimators, etc.).

Although seeming to be straightforward at the first moment,it would

be very unfavourable to replace the perfect silicon monochromator by one

of the usual polarising crystals (FegCQg,, CUgMnAl, Fe,Si), Since then,

beside of the problem to achieve saturation magnetisation within strongly

limited space (total available height for crystal + magnet system *«5 cm

for the interferometer set up at the beam guide H25 of the ILL), a large

amount of additional shielding would be necessary due to the much higher

integrated reflectivities of these mosaic crystals. But since this additional

intensity has no exact wavelength - angle correlation^as it is the case

for a perfect crystal reflection, it is completely useless for the inter-

ferometer leading to a deterioration of the signal/background ratio only.

By a similar argument it is impossible to use a double monochromator

system consisting of one perfect crystal located within the primary beam

and a polarising mosaic crystal. The mosaic spread ~f the latter would

destroy the wavelength - angle correlation of the reflected neutrons, thus

resulting in a complete drop of the intensity behind the interferometer,

'//ether the replacement of the magnetic Bragg by a magnetic mirror reflection

could avoid this decorrelation.or not, may be decided by experimental

verification only.

Recently FUNAHASHI (1976) has proposed to use the high energy resolution

(^0.3 jieV) of a backreflection arrangement of two perfect silicon crystals,

one of which being exposed to an intense magnetic field ("-50 kS), to re-

solve the Zeeman shifting in kinetic energy of the two neutron spin states

('-Q.o

It is by far simpler, however, to include the interferometer itself or

its first crystal, respectively, into the action of the polarising device

and to make use of the extremely high momentum resolution of perfect crys-

tal Bragg reflections in nondispersiv (1,-1) position: any angular splitting

of the propagation directions of neutrons of different spin orientation that



exceeds the rocking width of the interferometer (r-2." for^.= 3%) would

allow to use each spin state separately. Spin sensitive deflection of

neutrons either can bs achieved by transmitting them through a strongly

inhomageneous magnetic field or - experimentally considerably simpler -

through a homogeneous magnetic field'region with triangular boundaries

(prism refraction, SCHNEIDER & SHULL~: 1971,~ JUST et al. 1973). "

As in ordinary optics the angular deflection caused by a prism of

refraction index n and apex angle £ for symmetric passage (optimal with

respect.to the usable beam cross section) is given as

H 7 )

where the signs refer to the two neutron spin states. Using 3qs. (k)

and (?) their effective angular separation then follows to be

(18)

To proof wether it is possible with this technique to obtain actually

high degrees of polarisation we have performed some experimental tests

with an arrangement shown in Fig. 3. Using the Si-(lll) reflections of the

monochromator and first crystal of the interferometer in antiparallel (l,-.l)

position, which for the existing set up was the optimal choice with respect

to the angular resolution (3ADUSSK et al. 19?S), the intensity and po-

larisation of the refracted beam behind the second crystal Here measured

as a function of the rocking angle of the latter.

The splitting of the neutrons was investigated for a "pure" field

prism as well as for a prism cut out from a block of Mu-nzetal. Tns qua-

dratic gap region of the yoke of a small electromagnet served as field

prism, as indicated in Fig. 3 too. Since the maximum allowed number of

ampere-tuns was about lSOQ only and the apex angle was inherently fixed

to 90 the gap had to be as small as 1.5 mm to achieve a reasonable in-

duction of about 15 -<G (beam cross section 1,5 x 15 mm ) . The Mu-metal

prism had a height of 5 nun and an apex angle of 150 , which gives the

optimal value for the product of angular separation and transmission for

the corresponding linear absorption coefficient/A**0.2 (beam cross section
p

13 x 3.5 mn~). The results of the measurements with both splitters are

shown in Fig. k and Fig. 5i respectively. The intensities are determined

as the sum of the beams transmitted and reflected by the Keusler-alloy

analyzer and normalized to a cross sectional area of 1 mm . The effective

degree of polarisation which contains the polarisation efficiency P of



the analyser and the depolarisation coefficient D of the set up as well

was determined by means of a single coil DC-flipper whose efficiency was

calibrated by the iron shim method. The observed splitting of the two spin

components of 3.9" for the field prism corresponds well with the theoretical

value of ^.1" according to Sq. (l8). For the metal prism, in turn, the

measured splitting (8,1") was used to determine the magnetic induction

(8.2 kS).

The results clearly show that in fact degrees of polarisation close to

1 can be achieved, Because of the large and extended stray field of the

analyzer magnet no extra guide field was necessary to avoid marked depolari-

sation. The poor average transmission of the metal prism could , in principle,

be improved be closely arranging several smaller prisms with eaual apex

angle (3CHN3IDSH 1 SHULL 1971), but then the disadvantage of inhomogeneous

illumination of the beam cross section still would be present which would

disturb seriously any film registration technique. 'flifch an optimally designed

electro- or r•••«•-• -<-. magnet system,on the other hand,it should certainly

be no pr-" '\ish a pure field splitter with a beam cross section

of at l<axa.. i T. ;• era'.

Being important for the implementation of polarisation turners, it finally

should be mentioned that the insertion of the anodized aluainiua wires

( 0*0.35 mm) of a spin flip coil between monochromator and interferometer

crystal caused a Zy/o reduction of the height but no corresponding broadening

of the width of the rocking curves. For a complete understanding of this

behaviourjwhich is certainly due to small angle diffraction effects;further

investigations are necessary.

5. CONCLUSION

It could be shown that at least for interferometric investigations of

magnetic materials polarised neutrons are of considerable advantage and

that the change of the experimental set up, which is necessary for thsir

application is essentially small and easy to accomplish.
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Fig. 1 Observed intensity oscillations behind the interferometer

as the spin rotation angle is varied (after RAUCH et.al.,19?8),

Fig. 2 Intensity and polarisations effects behind the interfero-

meter for simulatneous nuclear phase shift and magnetic

spin rotation (aftar BADUR3K. et.al.,19?6).

Fig.3 Experimental set up to test the applicability of prism

refraction bending as neutron polariser.

Fig. *t Normalized intensity and polarisation of the diffracted beam

versus rocking angle of the second crystal for the pure field

prism.

Fig. 5 Same as Fig. *f but for Mu-metal prism.
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